Finding the conference venues
CHI PLAY takes place in three venues: Pakhuis de Zwijger (main venue), IJsfontein in the Marineterrein
(workshops), and Mediamatic (exhibition and student game design competition). It takes about ten
minutes on foot to go from one to the other. See map on the back of this flyer!
Reaching Pakhuis de Zwijger from Central Station
Take the tram nr. 26, exit at the second stop (Kattenburgerstraat). The conference venue is just across the
road.
Reaching Pakhuis de Zwijger from the Lloyd hotel (conference hotel)
Take the tram nr. 26 towards the Central Station, exit at the first stop (Kattenburgerstraat). The
conference venue is just across the road.
Reaching IJsfontein from Central Station
Exit the station, facing the city center of Amsterdam. Turn left and begin walking, cross a small canal
through the Oosterdokskade, and pass in front of a Hilton hotel. Walk past some fancy hotels, a
MediaMarkt, and the beautiful public library. Then, you will find a pedestrian bridge: that's the Oosterdoks
Draaibrug, take it and cross the water. You will pass in front of Mediamatic. There's another pedestrian
bridge to your right: there you cross over to the Marineterrein. IJsfontein is located in the first building on
the right, in front of the water (building 024). The entrance is on the waterfront.
Reaching IJsfontein from Pakhuis de Zwijger
Exit Pakhuis de Zwijger, cross the road and pass under the railroad bridge, then turn right on Dijksgracht
- that's a small road with some house-boats. Walk on for 5 minutes, then you'll find a pedestrian bridge
on the left: there you cross over to the Marineterrein. IJsfontein is located in the first building on the right,
in front of the water (building 024). The entrance is on the waterfront.
Reaching Mediamatic from Central Station?
Exit the station, facing the city center of Amsterdam. Turn left and begin walking or biking. Cross a small
canal through the Oosterdokskade, and pass in front of a Hilton hotel. Walk past some fancy hotels, a
MediaMarkt, and the beautiful public library. Then, you will find a pedestrian bridge: that's the Oosterdoks
Draaibrug, take it and cross the water. Proceed for 20 meters, and you'll be in front of Mediamatic
Reaching Mediamatic from Pakhuis de Zwijger (main conference venues)?
Exit Pakhuis de Zwijger, cross the road and pass under the railroad bridge, then turn right on Dijksgracht
- that's a small road with some house-boats. Walk on for 5 minutes, Mediamatic is the first building you
will see at the end of the road.
Reaching Mediamatic from IJsfontein (workshop venues)?
Exit IJsfontein. Look at the beautiful Nemo museum just across the water, then turn to your right. Walk
for a few meter until you find a pedestrian bridge: cross it and you will be in front of Mediamatic.

